2001 saturn starter

If your Saturn SL1 won't start and you know the battery is good, you may need to replace the
starter. You will need a minimum of tools and about an hour of your time. Be sure the engine is
completely cool before working. Park your Saturn SL1 on a level surface. Engage the parking
brake and open the engine hood. Remove the negative cable from the battery by loosening the
bolt on the connecting end with an open box wrench and pulling the cable off the battery post.
Locate the starter. The starter in a Saturn SL1 is located on the passenger side of the car, to the
rear of the engine block, just beneath the intake manifold where the exhaust pipes join the
engine block. Remove the intercooler pump bracket it has one bolt at its base which is blocking
access to the starter. The pump bracket looks like a metal swing arm with a slot in the center
and supports the intercooler pump. Remove the bolt with an open box end wrench and pull the
pump and bracket out of the way. Remove the nuts from the front two posts of the starter that
hold the wires from the ignition coil and alternator in place. Pull the wires off the starter. There
are only two bolts holding the starter in place. Remove the bottom bolt of the starter first. Use
an open end box wrench due to the small access area. Pull the bolt out. Support the starter with
one hand and remove the top bolt. Pull the starter from the engine. Install your replacement
starter by holding it in position and inserting the top bolt first. Do not tighten the top bolt all the
way. Push the bottom bolt into place and hand tighten the bolt. Once both bolts are hand tight,
use a torque wrench to apply the right amount of torque. For the starter bolts, tighten to 37 lbs.
Reconnect the wires to the posts at the end of the starter. Make sure to put them on the correct
post; the coil wire goes on the upper and larger post. Cassandra Tribe has worked in the
construction field for over 17 years and has experience in a variety of mechanical, scientific,
automotive and mathematical forms. She has been writing and editing for over 10 years. Her
areas of interest include culture and society, automotive, computers, business, the Internet,
science and structural engineering and implementation. Step 1 Park your Saturn SL1 on a level
surface. Step 2 Remove the negative cable from the battery by loosening the bolt on the
connecting end with an open box wrench and pulling the cable off the battery post. Step 3
Locate the starter. Step 4 Remove the intercooler pump bracket it has one bolt at its base which
is blocking access to the starter. Step 5 Remove the nuts from the front two posts of the starter
that hold the wires from the ignition coil and alternator in place. Step 6 There are only two bolts
holding the starter in place. Step 1 Install your replacement starter by holding it in position and
inserting the top bolt first. Step 2 Reconnect the wires to the posts at the end of the starter. Step
3 Reinstall the intercooler pump bracket. Torque the bolt to 15 lbs. Reconnect the battery and
close the hood. References theCommi. Take a photo with your cell phone before you disconnect
the old starter so you will have a reference for how things should look when you connect the
new one. Box wrench set Replacement starter Torque wrench Cell phone with camera optional.
Never attempt to replace the starter with the battery still connected. Two problems related to
starter have been reported for the Saturn LS. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. While driving 65 mph, on the day the vehicle was purchased, the vehicle's steering wheel
began to vibrate and pull to the right. There was also a noise coming from the rear of the vehicle
on the passenger side. The consumer assumer the problem would resolve itself but it didn't.
Two weeks later the consumer called the dealer. The vehicle wa taken tot he dealer who
determined that the problem was wheel balancing. The adjustment were made and the vehicle
was returned tot he consumer. About a month later the vehicle would not start intermittently.
The consumer called the dealer who explained that this was a safety feature. Several months
went by and the problem continued to occur. Someone suggested tot he consumer that she
needed a new starter. The vehicle was taken to the dealer but they were unable to duplicate the
problem. The vehicle was returned to the consumer. Once again the vehicle began to not start.
The dealer finally replaced the starter. The vehicle tie rod eventually had to be replaced. That
was the noise the consumer heard when she first purchased the vehicle. On day while driving
the vehicle sudden lost all power. The vehicle was towed to a service dealer who determined
that the vehicle's timing chain had broken. None of these failures were covered by the vehicle
extended warranty. The consumer contacted yhe manufacturer but they provided no assistance.
The ignition switch had burned out due to the starter being stuck. The dealer had to replace the
burned out starter, ignition switch, ignition housing and ignition cylinder. On another occasion,
the battery would not hold a charge, and had to be replaced. The air bag light was on, the dealer
found a code and the bcm had to be recalibrated. The serpentine belt was replaced. The air
condition was inoperable, the dealer stated the ac control had shorted out. Car Problems.
Starter problem 1. Starter problem 2. Electrical System problems Electrical System problems.
Ignition Module problems. Wiring problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition Switch
problems. Ignition problems. Instrument Panel problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems.
Dash Wiring problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Battery problems. I have a Saturn SL1 that
won't start or even turn over, my wife drove it around all day, came home and parked it. She

went to go out a couple of hours later and the car wouldn't start, wouldn't even turn over. I was
thinking it was the Starter Relay, but wasn't sure, is there a way to check it without taking it to a
shop? Does anyone have any ideas of what's wrong? Danny answered 10 years ago. If that's
not the problem, could it be the Starter Relay Switch and where is it's location? Thank you. One
place that is worth trying is the local libraries they may have shop manuals on the shelf either
that you can check out or on the reference section. In that test, either a test light or ohmmeter is
used to tell if a switch is good or an open circuit. Justin answered 10 years ago. Does it have
power? Could be other things to, this would be a pointer for ya. Wow way to go car gurus If its
the starter tap on it with a wrench then if it cranks up its the starter If its the state will be found
behind the motor above the scull and is the larger of the cylinders u have to hit. Beat it a few
times then u it should work Sorry i couldn't help u 2 years ago, but i don't think these genius'
knowledge helped either. Edison answered 6 years ago. This afternoon, there was a knock at my
door. When I answered, this poor sad kick was standing there, and he asked for jumper cables.
The problem wasn't battery - plenty of juice, but nothing happened when he tried to start the
car. No click. No nothing. I suspected this may benefit from the "tap the starter" trick, but it's
pretty packed under the hood of a Saturn. I found it, tapped 4 times, and it immediately started!
Kyle answered 6 years ago. God bless hitting things with things to make other thibgs work!
Found the starter with y'all's help, beat it a couple times with my jack handle and bamm started
easy! Thanks guys! Bsexton answered 5 years ago. Have a saturn sl1 and had the same starting
problem. Then I tried the two lock and unlock fuses. Rebecca answered 5 years ago. My car is
doing the same thing. Lights come on car dings but when I turn the key nothing I hit the starter
and nothing So my starter is just done? Judi answered 5 years ago. I have a Saturn L with very
few miles under 80 grand so far. All of a sudden it starts not turning over, has enough gas, have
left it alone for a while and tapped the starter and nothing. You can feel she wants to trun over
and go, but nothing. Any suggests! Ebking50 answered 3 years ago. Christina answered 3 years
ago. Has a new battery as I said previously. I can't find my first question on her. The clock is
still on the right time but the radio doesn't come on and the door doesn't ding anymore. I am
going to see if I can pull the fuse on the autotheft thing. I haven't found it yet under the hood but
I am going to check the door. Orangeguy answered 3 years ago. Don't know if this will help.
Friend has L series Saturn. Turn ignition key and nothing happens. If there was a "click" I did
not hear it. Battery tests good. I have temporarily resolved the non-start problem twice recently
by removing bolts and cables from battery and attaching and tightening them again then Saturn
starts normally and runs fine. Possible problem with other end of ground black cable? Would
like to find permanent solution. GuruYL9JN answered 2 years ago. I have a Sl1 Saturn cut off
while trying to park started back up put it in reverse but when I tried to put it back in drive it
wouldn't go into gear and battery light came on and it cut off now I tried jumping it it turns over
but not cranking. GuruVZ12J answered 2 years ago. A saturn is the Sl1 engine they came put
with the Sl2 engine in Sl3 never made it to production. GuruLLB76 answered about a year ago. It
will just click once when trying to start my 02sl Saturn,after trying a few times,it may start,or not
could you please tell me what it sounds like to you,And ty very much!! She went to go out a
couple of hours later and the car wouldn't start, wouldn't e Even tried to pull to start since it has
a manual transmission. No sputter at all. It ran good when driven last. Battery and connections
are clean and good. Bought thi CarGurus has 1 nationwide L-Series listings and the tools to find
you a great deal. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express
the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your cookie
choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Saturn L-Series
question. Search Saturn L-Series Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated
dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. It will be in the back of engine,at
the firewall,you will have to go under car,it will be under the back side of engine,near cv axels.
How do I check the transmission without a dipstick where is it located in this car can't locate it. I
think my transmission is out on my car.. I was driving home one day and I was pushing on the
gas and it wasnt doing anything I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Layman's
terms please. Where is starter of. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Saturn L-Series question. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Saturn L-Series Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Skip to
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daughter came home from school and after few minutes she wanted to go some place, the car
didn't want to start! No engine cranking, nothing just lights, radio, fan, We let the car and after
about 5 min of waiting, went back to the car to see if will start. It starts! Now, my question is:
what can be wrong? What I should check or keep an eye on? I do not want to have her stuck
someplace far from the house, not being able to start the car. No bad starter or battery. Thank
you! I would check And make sure ur battery cables are clean and tight. Why do u think ur
battery or starter isn't the problem did u have the battery and starter tested? Even if the starter
tests good it's pretty common for them when they go bad to not start when they go bad then
cool down and start. Do u have a multimeter to do some testing? U will need to duplicate the no
start condition and trace ur battery power to ur starter at that time. Let me know and I'll tell u
what to do when it doesn't start. I bought this car few days ago. Do you. First of all thank u so
much for ur donation. Was this answer. I posted a wire diagram of your starter circuit as you
can see there is no starter relay on your car. If your still having problems with your car starting i
would be more then happy to work thru it with you till we find the problem. So did you have your
battery and starter tested is that why you said no starter or battery in your post let me know?
On the S model saturn depending on the year if they have a starter relay it's located under the
dash on the driver side. What you are talking about on the S model saturn is the starter solenoid
not the starter relay. I have never seen the solenoid available by itself iam not saying they don't
sell them some where just saying I haven't seen one. If power was traced to the starter and it
wasn't turning the starter on I would replace the whole starter even on my own car. A tow cost
more then a whole starter even not worth taking the chance. Yesterday I was driving the car and
stopped for few minutes in the town for some info. Back to the car, I try to start it and the car
didn't want to start. I let the key on the igniton, turned to on position, and try to start with a wire

from the starter to the positive of the battery. The car didn't start that way either, was the same
like I was in the car and turn the key to start the car and nothing happen: no noise, no "click"
just everything else working: radio, dash lights, etc. Turned the key to off position and try to see
if I touch the positive of the battery with the wire, It will give me the noise like the car is ready to
start? Nope, not a sign of starting, using that method either. I gave up trying to start with the
wire, close the hood and. Decided to give one more try with the key. It worked, the car started
like nothing happened. So, those are the signs that I need to change the starter? Your car
doesn't have a starter relay the other poster is talking about the starter solenoid on the starter
itself. Which isn't a relay at all it's a solenoid. To find out if it's the starter for sure we need a test
light or a multimeter and do a couple of test's when it doesn't start. It sounds like the starter but
I don't want to say it is before we test a couple of things. So do you have a test light or
multimeter? Let me know. I think I have both of them. What do I need to do, so I can give the
instructions to my husbad to do it he is with the work and I am with the writing : Was this
answer. Ok when the car doesn't start get a test light ground the wire end of the test light to the
battery negative cable. Now look down below your brake master cylinder you will see where
your shifter cable for the transmission goes onto the transmission That's your selector switch
that feed's power to your starter when your car is in park or neutral. There are two big purple
wires coming off of it those are the wires you want to probe with them plugged in. While your
holding the key in the start postion have him probe those two wire's one at a time they should
both have power. If they both have power then your selector switch is good. Now you have to
move down to the starter while it doesn't start you have to get to it from underneath the car.
Same thing there while the car doesn't start ground the wire end of the test light and while your
holding the key in the start postion have him test for power at the big post of the starter
solenoid where the postive battery cable goes to and the little post where the purple wire goes
to. If you have power to both of those posts and the starter isn't running then go by a starter.
Let me know what you find. Ok, I will do what you said when the problem will appear. So far,
since I posted the first time, it happened just once. No idea how much time I haver to wait for
this thing to occur again. I hope not, but. Never know! Yesterday my car stopped starting again,
and I guess this time it won't start at all. I managed to come home and when I tried starting it, it
didn't start. I poured cold water over the area where the starter is but it didn't work. I have the
wire connected to the starter and I tried, by touching the positive charge of the battery, to start
the car. At first it didn't work, but sparks were visible when the wire touched the positive of the
battery. I kept touching the positive of the battery with that wire and all of a sudden, the car
starts. I have it up on the ramps to make it easy to work under the car , stopped the car and that
was the last time when my car starts. I guess the next move is. Take off the starter and replace
it. I really really hope this is the problem. I kept looking on the internet and I found out that so
many people have the same problem that I have had with those SL 1 models. According to what
I found, some of them changed the ignition, the battery, battery cable, starter, tranny switch. I
kept looking in order to find out if they got the problem solved but so far no luck, no one posted
if they solved the problem by changing one of the above. I am pretty upset because the car has
low mileage and so far, is the newest one I have and it is the worst one. I don't know why you
were looking all over the internet I gave you exact direction's on how to test if the starter was
bad. Did you follow them? If you did you would know if the starter was bad for sure. Let me
know before you go taking the starter out. No one was home to do those tests. I looked all over
the interet to find out what kind the problems certain cars have. I did that for every car I had up
to this point. In my opinion, is good to know what kind of problems people have had with cars. I
found out someone changed the starter on this model at 55, miles and found that the starter on
the car was a rebuild one, which could mean this model has a bad starter. More than likely I do
not want to change starter every. I have a "87 chevy caprice, with far far more mileage that this
saturn have, and never change the starter. Anyway, if any work will be done today, I will be back
with all the info. You can look and see what was done to other people's car's for a no start but it
not's going to tell for sure it's what's wrong with your's. That's why I told you how to test it for
sure to see if it really was the starter. It sounds like the starter since you were pouring water on
it and then it would start. I have a SL2 and have over , mile's on it with the same starter it came
with. If you do more short trips then the starter doesn't last as many mile's because the starter
get's used more. If it is the starter make sure you get a good one the cheap one's don't last long
I have seen them fail quick. I do know that what fix the same problem for other people, may not
work on my case, but some ideas are always usefull. Ok, here is the story. Today while I was
gone, my husband took the starter out of the car. He changed the brushes he said the ones that
the starter had weren't bad either and the solenoid, and put it back on the car. Now the car
starts and I hope will be no more problems. He really thinks the problem was the solenoid. He is
probably right that it was the solenoid alot of time's when the starter's fail there is no click or

any noise from the starter. The solenoid is what send's the gear out to the engine to turn it over
if that were working then you would hear it clicking. When it come's out it also press's a button
that send's power to the starter winding's. Glad to hear that you got your car starting again. If it
does start doing what it was doing before keep test's I gave you handy and if it lead's to the
starter again the best bet would be to replace the whole starter. Can you tell me where your
husband got the brushes and the solenoid I would like to know in case I ever need any. He got
the brushes and the solenoid from a junk yard. I know, long ago, they use to sell those in the
store, under the name of starter kit, but no idea if they are still doing that. And, for his curiosity,
he opened the solenoid and said he saw some sort of burns inside. I went outside and start the
car and I noticed starts quicker than before. Like I said, I hope won't do the same thing again. Of
course I will keep the tests instructions. Thanks for the help and I will update with anything that
will appear. I was hoping he got them new I haven't been able to find them in the store. Alright if
anything else happens and you need my help let me know. Thanks for using 2carpros. Please
login or register to post a reply. Related Engine Not Running Content. The Power Comes How to
fix an engine not starting running. Observing lights and sounds when the engine is not starting
is essential, these steps can give you a direction to proceed which are listed in order of
difficulty. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Choose Quality We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Starter part.
Shop Saturn LW Starter. Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Part Number: AC OE no. Part Number: ACA. Product Details Notes : Solenoid
attached; Grounded case; 5. Part Number: NP Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Feb 05, Was exactly what I needed and came on the day
they said it would. The only problem was it was delivered to the wrong address because the
package didn't have the address we gave for it to be delivered to. Patricia Guidry. Purchased on
Jan 04, Oct 21, Good, quality, parts. My starter fit perfectly. My car starts everytime now, just in
time. Winter is coming. Craig Matthews. Purchased on Oct 05, Sep 17, Part came on time and
was a great price. Tina Thames. Purchased on Aug 28, Show More. Helpful Automoti
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ve Resources. Electricity then flows from the battery, through the starter relay, and to the
starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid Symptoms Although you may have heard of a starter
solenoid, you might not know what the part actually does. Basically, the starter solenoid is an
electromechanical device that engages the starter motor. Most starter solenoids are mounted
directly on top of the starter. The Starting System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while
charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for
each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte evaporated. If your engine
cranks normally but does not start, the starter motor is not to blame. Automotive professionals
break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

